Many protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions have been experimentally characterized, whereas RNA-RNA interactions have generally only been predicted computationally. Here, we describe a high-throughput method to identify intramolecular and intermolecular RNA-RNA interactions experimentally by crosslinking, ligation, and sequencing of hybrids (CLASH). As validation, we identified 39 known target sites for box C/D modification-guide small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) on the yeast pre-rRNA. Novel snoRNA-rRNA hybrids were recovered between snR4-5S and U14-25S. These are supported by native electrophoresis and consistent with previously unexplained data. The U3 snoRNA was found to be associated with sequences close to the 3′ side of the central pseudoknot in 18S rRNA, supporting a role in formation of this structure. Applying CLASH to the yeast U2 spliceosomal snRNA led to a revised predicted secondary structure, featuring alternative folding of the 3′ domain and long-range contacts between the 3′ and 5′ domains. CLASH should allow transcriptome-wide analyses of RNA-RNA interactions in many organisms.
pre-rRNA | RNA structure | ribosome synthesis | UV cross-linking T he identification of RNA-RNA interactions is essential for detailed understanding of many biological processes. Almost all RNAs must be correctly folded to function, whereas basepairing between different RNA molecules underlies many pathways of RNA metabolism, including pre-mRNA splicing, ribosome synthesis, and the regulation of mRNA stability by microRNAs (miRNAs), among many others. Even for RNAs for which the final structure is known (e.g., rRNA), the folding pathway in precursors is generally unclear. RNA-RNA interactions were previously analyzed by X-ray crystallography, NMR, psoralen cross-linking, and genetics, but all these methods are labor-intensive and typically require prior knowledge of the interacting partners. Because of these technical difficulties, RNA base-pairing is more commonly inferred from a combination of bioinformatic and evolutionary analyses. However, computational methods are applicable only to evolutionarily conserved interactions and provide little information about the physiological context of the interaction.
UV cross-linking methods have been developed to map protein interaction sites precisely on RNA molecules, including crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) and cross-linking and analysis of cDNAs (CRAC) (1, 2) . CRAC analyses have been performed on proteins (Nop1, Nop56, and Nop58) that are associated with all members of the box C/D class of small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs). Most box C/D snoRNAs base-pair with the rRNA to select sites of RNA 2′-O-methylation by the methyltransferase fibrillarin (Nop1). In contrast, the U3 snoRNA basepairs to multiple sites on the pre-rRNA. These interactions probably facilitate correct folding of the pre-rRNA and are required for pre-rRNA processing (3, reviewed in refs. 4, 5) . PremRNA splicing requires five snRNAs that assemble the complex structure of the spliceosome, within which the U2 snRNA binds and activates an intronic sequence (the intron branch point) for cleavage of the 5′ splice site (6) .
During the analysis of low-throughput sequence CRAC data obtained for the RNA helicase Prp43 (7), we identified a chimeric cDNA containing the methylation-guide region of the snR52 box C/D snoRNA fused to an rRNA region that included its cognate target site at A420 in the 18S rRNA (8) . The CRAC procedure includes the ligation of oligonucleotide linkers to RNA fragments (2), and we hypothesized that base-paired RNA molecules could also be ligated together, generating chimeric RNAs (Fig. 1A) . The two remaining ends of the fused RNAs would remain available for linker ligation, allowing cDNA generation, amplification, and recovery. The analysis of such chimeric cDNAs can identify sites of in vivo RNA-RNA interactions, and the approach should be widely applicable.
Results
Identification of Chimeric Sequences. To identify chimeric reads, we analyzed high-throughput Illumina-Solexa sequence data derived from CRAC analyses of the box C/D snoRNA-associated proteins Nop1, Nop56, and Nop58 (2) as well as the spliceosomeassociated helicase Brr2. Some 25 million 50-nt reads were analyzed using stringent quality filters (Materials and Methods). A total of 0.46% of all reads were composed of two distinct fragments that could be mapped separately, either to different RNA molecules or to distinct regions of the same molecule (Fig.1B) . In most cases, the two mapped fragments were directly fused in the read. None of the chimeric reads could be fully aligned to a database of spliced yeast transcripts, indicating that the chimeras do not represent conventional splicing events.
Chimeric reads previously identified in high-throughput sequencing have been attributed to reverse transcriptase (RT) template switching (9, 10) . However, the two regions of the chimeras did not show the short sequence duplications indicative of template switching (9) . Notably, the patterns of chimeric reads were strongly dependent on the protein analyzed, confirming that they were not random events (Fig. 1B) .
If chimeras result from the ligation of two base-paired RNAs, they should form stable stem structures (Fig. 1A) . Consistent with this prediction, in silico folding analysis indicated that most chimeras form strong secondary structures, with mean folding energies between −14 and −20 kcal/mol. In contrast, the mean folding energies of nonchimeric reads ranged between −10 and −13 kcal/mol. In all four datasets, the predicted folding of chimeric RNAs was significantly stronger than the folding of nonchimeric RNAs of the same length (P < 10 −15 for Nop1, Nop56, and Brr2 and P < 10 −11 for Nop58, Wilcoxon rank sum test) ( Fig. 1 C and D) . Moreover, a negative correlation was observed between folding ), showing that stable chimeras tend to be recovered more frequently. This supports the hypothesis that most chimeric cDNAs originate from ligation events between stably base-paired RNA molecules.
Base-Pairing Between snoRNA and rRNA. In yeast, all known methylation targets of the box C/D snoRNAs are in 18S and 25S rRNAs, and binding sites were previously defined for most but not all C/D snoRNAs (5, 8) . Analysis of the Nop1, Nop56, and Nop58 datasets yielded 24,822 chimeric sequences, of which 56% were box C/D snoRNA-rRNA chimeras and 39% were snoRNA-snoRNA or rRNA-rRNA chimeras. Yeast has 47 box C/D snoRNAs (counting separately 39, 39b, U3a, and U3b) (11) , and all these, except snR78, were found fused with rRNA in at least one experiment.
Most snoRNA-rRNA chimeras consisted of a snoRNA guide sequence fused to the corresponding known rRNA target sequence. These were separated by a stretch of four or more nucleotides derived from the flanking sequence of either the snoRNA or rRNA (Fig. 2A) . The gap presumably reflects the need for a loop to form to permit ligation; any stem that is truncated precisely at its ends during RNase digestion will not be recovered as a chimera. The loops were up to 20-nt long and could be located on either side of the stem (Fig. 2A) . Some snoRNAs have two guide sequences that base-pair with different positions on the rRNA, and for several snoRNAs, we recovered sets of chimeras corresponding to both interactions (shown for snR40; Fig. 2B , red boxes). In total, chimeras were found for 43 of the 58 known box C/D snoRNA-rRNA interactions in at least one experiment. Notably, some chimeras did not match known interactions, and we hypothesized that these represent previously unidentified sites of snoRNA-rRNA association (shown for snR40; Fig. 2B , yellow box).
To distinguish genuine snoRNA targets from background generated by nonbiologically relevant RNA ligation in vitro, we first clustered the chimeras to define the putative interactions (Fig. 2C) . We then applied a scoring system that takes into account the number of replicate experiments and sequencing reads supporting each putative interaction; the predicted binding energy between the snoRNA and its target; and the location of the predicted binding site in the snoRNA (i.e., whether it was located within the guide region). The top-scoring category included 84% of all snoRNA-rRNA chimeric reads and represented 25 predicted snoRNA-rRNA interactions. Of these, 22 interactions (88%) were identified in previous studies, and 3 were novel ( Fig. 2D and Dataset S1). At the cutoff score of 4, we recovered 39 known snoRNA targets, corresponding to 67% of all known targets, or to 90% of the known targets found in our data (sensitivity; Fig. 2 D and E). At the same cutoff score, almost 90% of the previously unknown interactions we found were rejected (specificity; Fig. 2D ).
Binding of snR190 to 25S rRNA (nucleotides 2,392-2,404) was previously predicted but could not be experimentally confirmed because it does not correspond to a modification site, and it was detected with a high score in the data (Dataset S1). The scoring gave strong support for putative novel interactions between the guide region of snR40 (nucleotides 19-30) and 18S rRNA (nucleotides 559-569) ( Fig. 2B ) and between the guide region of U14 (nucleotides 101-120) and 25S rRNA (nucleotides 2,647-2,666) (Fig. S1 ). Notably, previous data had indicated basepairing between U14 and 27S pre-rRNA, the precursor to 25S rRNA, and several large subunit assembly factors have been identified in purified U14-small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein (snoRNP) complexes (12, 13) , but the significance of this was unclear. However, inspection of published data (8) strongly indicates that methylation does not occur at the predicted sites (18S G562 for snR40 and 25S C2653 for U14).
Base-pairing was detected between the region flanking box D of snR75 (nucleotides 64-73) and the 25S rRNA (nucleotides 2,307-2,316). This is in close proximity to the known 25S methylation site at G2288, which is directed by the snR75 box D′ element. The novel base-pairing does not itself guide methylation, but it might stabilize the interaction between the box D′-associated guide and its target. (D) Distribution of minimum folding energies of nonchimeric and chimeric reads in all experiments. Dark bars, boxes, and whiskers represent the median, the first through third quartile ranges, and 1.5-fold the interquartile range, respectively. Ch, chimeric; N, nonchimeric; dG, mimimal free energy upon folding.
Yeast snR4 is an "orphan" snoRNA without known targets. None of the snR4 interactions were reproducibly found in all experiments (reducing the score). However, the Nop56 dataset included 146 snR4-5S rRNA chimeras, indicative of a perfect 11-nt stem formed between snR4 (nucleotides 155-165) and 5S (nucleotides 22-32) (Fig. S1 ), whereas the Nop1 dataset suggested a stem between snR4 (nucelotides 175-186) and 25S rRNA (nucleotides 1,866-1,878).
To validate the potential novel interactions, we analyzed the binding of U14 and snR4 to ribosomal RNA by native gel electrophoresis. Following deproteinization under conditions that retain RNA base-pairing, slow migrating bands were observed for U14 (Fig. S1 ). These were lost following heat denaturation at 95°C before electrophoresis, consistent with the proposed interaction with the 27S pre-rRNA. snR4 migrated as three major bands, with mobilities consistent with the presence of free snR4 plus snR4-5S and snR4-27S complexes that were lost from heatdenatured samples (Fig. S1 ). Thus, native electrophoresis supported the novel interactions inferred from cross-linking, ligation, and sequencing of hybrids (CLASH) data analysis.
U3 is a box C/D snoRNA that does not direct pre-rRNA modification but is required for pre-rRNA processing on the pathway of 18S rRNA synthesis in all eukaryotes tested, including those in yeast and humans. A key structural feature of the small ribosomal subunit is the central pseudoknot, and yeast U3 is implicated in the mechanism and/or timing of pseudoknot formation (14) (15) (16) (17) . CLASH recovered hybrids between a U3 sequence close to box D at the 3′ end of the snoRNA (nucleotides 304-315) and two different regions in 18S rRNA (nucleotides 1,063-1,073 and 1,624-1,643) (Fig. 3A) . Notably, this region of U3 is located at the same position as the modification guide sequences of other box C/D snoRNAs (reviewed in ref. 4) . Both rRNA targets lie in close proximity to the central pseudoknot in the predicted 3D structure of the 40S ribosomal subunit (Fig. 3 B and C) . The rRNA sequences are invariant, precluding the identification of compensatory base-changes that might have confirmed the interaction. However, homologous interactions are predicted in the distantly related fungi Neurospora crassa and Aspergillus nidulans but not in humans (Fig. S2) . Shuffling the sequences of the predicted U3 guide region or its target (18S nucleotides 1,624-1,643) significantly decreases their predicted interaction strength (Fig. S3) , suggesting that the U3 guide is evolutionarily adapted for binding to 18S rRNA.
In addition to snoRNA-rRNA chimeras, large numbers of snoRNA-snoRNA chimeras were identified. Ninety-three percent of such chimeras included two different fragments of the same snoRNA, suggestive of intramolecular interactions. Most reads corresponded to known contacts within U3 or to predicted contacts between boxes C and D in other snoRNAs. Folding energies for intramolecular snoRNA-snoRNA interactions ranged from −9 to −14 kcal·mol −1 , lower than snoRNA-rRNA interactions and consistent with previous data showing that the C and D boxes of snoRNAs form short imperfect stems.
rRNA-rRNA chimeras were recovered in all datasets, including the untagged control, suggesting that they are not necessarily associated with the snoRNP proteins. We mapped these chimeras onto 3D structure models of ribosomal subunits and found that close to half of the sequences corresponded to known base-pairing interactions. Most reflected local stems, with a smaller number corresponding to interactions between more distant regions of individual ribosomal subunits (Figs. S4 and S5 ).
Mapping the Secondary Structure of the U2 snRNA. The identification of intramolecular chimeras suggested that this approach could be used to identify features of RNA secondary structure. The yeast U2 spliceosomal snRNA is 1,177 nt in length, much larger than human U2 (187 nt) (18, 19) , and offered a suitable target for these analyses.
Brr2 is a spliceosome-associated DEIH-box helicase (20) , and CLASH analyses yielded large numbers of chimeric reads, including 74,585 U2-U2 sequences. The distribution and frequency of chimeras identified within U2 are shown in Fig. 4A . We interpreted the three major clusters in this graph to represent two intramolecular stems within U2 (stems IV and V), with stem V recovered in both orientations. This interpretation is supported by the propensity of chimeric reads within U2 to form stable stems in silico. We applied the hybrid-ss-min folding algorithm (21) to yeast U2, using the predicted stems as structural constraints, and obtained the structure shown in Fig. 4A . The novel structure is substantially different from previously proposed structures for the 3′ domain of yeast U2 but significantly more similar to mammalian U2 (19, 22) . In the new folding, the 3′ region is engaged in a stable stem structure, a feature found in many U2 orthologs, including humans and Trypanosoma spp., which is expected to help stabilize the RNA (23) . An internal bulge in stem IV contains a stretch of nucleotides homologous to the loop sequence of the 3′ stem in human U2, which binds the hU2B′′ protein (24) (shown in bold in Fig. 4A ). Stem V is formed by a long-range interaction that brings the 3′ and 5′ domains together, with the long ∼950 nt insertion sequence "looped-out" of the structure.
To validate this structure, we analyzed its evolutionary conservation. U2 sequences from three yeast species could be aligned to the Saccharomyces cerevisiae U2, based on primary sequence alone. Applying the pfold secondary structure prediction algorithm to these alignments supported the conservation of these stems in all three species [shown for Saccharomyces mikatae (blue boxes) and Saccharomyces kudriavzevii (red boxes) in Fig. 4A] . None of the base substitutions are predicted to interfere with stem formation, whereas the occurrence of compensatory base-changes strongly supports the predicted secondary structure. In contrast, the previously proposed S. cerevisiae U2 structure (19) is not supported by evolutionary analysis (Fig. S6A) .
For further validation, we analyzed the phenotypes of mutations predicted to disrupt the U2 stems. Single-point mutations did not have a measurable effect on yeast growth rates or U2 snRNA stability (Table S1 ). However, scrambling or deleting (Table S1 ) the 5′ branch of the predicted stem V resulted in the appearance of a truncated 5′ fragment ∼130 nt in size (Fig. 4B) . Combining mutations in stems IV and V exacerbated this effect, and restoring the stems with compensatory mutations led to a weaker phenotype. The size of the truncated form of U2 is consistent with termination downstream of the Sm protein-binding site. To identify the 3′ ends of U2 with mutations in stems IV and V (mut 5′ stem V + mut stem IV), a linker (miRCat33) was ligated to the 3′ ends of all RNA molecules present in total RNA and used for cDNA synthesis. PCR amplification used a U2-specific primer, and cloned PCR products were individually sequenced (SI Materials and Methods). From 20 clones sequenced, 8 had an insert, each of which contained a truncated U2 fragment. The 3′ ends were located 9-18 nt downstream of the Sm proteinbinding site (Fig. S7A) , forming a ladder with single-nucleotide size differences. This strongly suggests that misfolded U2 is degraded by 3′ to 5′ exonuclease activity that is impeded by the Sm proteins. A fragment of U2 containing the 5′ ∼132 nt was previously detected when large segments within the nonessential region of U2 were deleted (19) , but the basis of this effect was unclear. Inspection of the sequences deleted now indicates that they interfered with formation of the terminal stem V. The extent to which the truncated U2 fragment is generated likely coincides with the degree to which secondary structure in the U2 3′ domain is disturbed.
Deletion of the nonessential U2 region (nucleotides 123-1,068) leads to growth and splicing defects when combined with a U 23 G substitution (19, 25) . The U 23 G mutation reduces basepairing between U2 and U6 snRNAs in helix Ib, and it was therefore proposed that the nonessential region in U2 stabilizes U2/U6 helix Ib. To determine whether the observed synergistic phenotype was in fact attributable to disruption of stem IV and/or V, stem mutations were combined with the U 23 G mutation (Fig.  S7B) . Mild temperature sensitivity was seen on combination of the U 23 G mutation with either the deletion or mutation of the 5′ side of stem V. Strong temperature sensitive lethality was seen when stem IV was additionally destabilized by mutations in the 3′ side of the stem. Taken together, these results confirm that the stems IV and V form in vivo and act to stabilize U2.
Discussion
We have described and validated a method to map RNA-RNA binding directly in living cells by CLASH. The CLASH technique is conceptually related to the 3C chromosome mapping method (26) : Both techniques use ligation to record the spatial arrangement of nucleic acids in living cells. CLASH provides a fast and reliable alternative to existing experimental and bioinformatic methods. It allows high-throughput identification of interacting partners and interaction sites in physiological conditions. Instead of detecting downstream consequences of interactions, such as methylation of snoRNA targets or down-regulation of micro-RNA targets, we directly recover RNA duplexes as chimeric sequences. This allows precise mapping of interactions for which the downstream consequences are unknown and/or difficult to measure. Because cross-linking is performed in living cells, the dynamic state of the RNA interactome can be probed as a function of physiological conditions.
Other high-throughput methods for mapping RNA secondary structures have recently been described. In selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation and primer extension (27, 28) , RNA is modified with hydroxyl radicals and analyzed by primer extension and capillary electrophoresis. In parallel analysis of RNA structure (PARS) (29) and fragmentation sequencing (FragSeq) (30) , RNA is partially digested with ribonuclease and analyzed by deep sequencing. Both methods reveal whether a certain position in RNA is engaged in a base-paired interaction but do not directly identify the base-pairing partner. In contrast, the CLASH approach reported here allows the locations of RNA stems present in vivo to be identified but probably with lower coverage. The data provided are therefore very complementary.
Applying CLASH to snoRNAs confirmed that they only significantly associate with rRNA in yeast. In addition to many known binding sites, we detected interactions between U14-25S, snR4-5S, and U3-18S, none of which appear to direct methylation. U14 depletion did not clearly inhibit 60S synthesis, but it was previously reported to interact with pre-60S particles (12, 13) , supporting the hybrids recovered. No pre-rRNA binding site was previously identified for snR4, and no growth phenotype was detected following SNR4 deletion (31) . Notably, homologous RNAs are present in several sequenced fungal genomes, indicating that snR4 is functional; however, the region of snR4 that base-pairs with 5S is not highly conserved.
The U3 snoRNA forms multiple interactions with the prerRNA, in the 5′ external transcribed spacer region and the 18S rRNA, which were shown by the requirement of compensatory mutations for pre-rRNA processing (14, 16) . U3/pre-rRNA interactions were also implicated in formation of the central pseudoknot (16, 32) , a key long-range interaction in the 18S rRNA. U3 binds to 18S rRNA on the 5′ side of the pseudoknot (16) , whereas the novel U3-18S interactions lie close to the 3′ side, potentially facilitating pseudoknot formation. The U3 sequence involved occupies the same position as the modification guide in other box C/D snoRNAs, and deletion analyses showed that this region and the flanking C/D and C′/D′ boxes are essential (33) . Substitution of the U3 guide sequence was tolerated, but this is also the case for other U3 sequences shown or predicted to base-pair to the pre-rRNA. Multiple U3/pre-rRNA interactions may render them individually dispensable. Hybrids between the 5′ domain of U3 and the pre-rRNA were not recovered, probably because Nop1, Nop56, and Nop58 do not bind this region (2) . Repeating the experiment with other U3-bound proteins, Imp3, Imp4, or Mpp10 (34-36), might recover further U3/pre-rRNA interactions.
In previous secondary structure models for yeast U2 (19) , the 5′ region closely resembles metazoan U2, whereas the 3′ domain appeared quite different, with a long 3′ single-stranded sequence. The revised model for yeast U2 shows greater similarity in overall fold, with the large additional domain clearly loopedout and a structured 3′ domain. It is possible that Brr2 is involved in establishment of the U2 structure, but we think it more likely interaction occurs during the splicing process. Extending these analyses to other U2-associated proteins may reveal conformational changes during the splicing cycle.
The CLASH method should be applicable to many different RNA-RNA interactions, including, for example, the identification of sRNA targets in bacteria and miRNA targets in eukaryotes. In the present approach, the affinity purification steps recover only RNA-RNA hybrids located close to the proteinbinding site. This limits the interactions that can be identified in any specific experiment, but many important RNA-RNA interactions take place in the context of ribonucleoprotein complexes. Moreover, the UV cross-linking and protein purification steps could, in principle, be omitted to generate a transcriptome-wide list of RNA-RNA interactions for all abundant cellular RNAs.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Plasmids. Strain and plasmids are described in SI Materials and Methods and Table S1 .
Cross-Linking and Library Construction. CRAC on Nop1, Nop56, and Nop58 was described previously (2) . Briefly, intact cells expressing His6-tobacco etch virus protease (TEV)-cleavage site-Protein A (HTP)-tagged snoRNP proteins were UV-irradiated. HTP-tagged proteins were bound to IgG Sepharose beads and denatured in 6 M guanidine and bound to nickel resin following TEV protease cleavage. Under these conditions, noncovalent protein-protein interactions are normally disrupted; however, RNA duplexes appear to be stable. Protein-RNA complexes were immobilized on nickel beads, and linker ligation reactions were performed at either 16°C or 25°C, largely preserving RNA stem structures and allowing formation of chimeras. Cross-linking of Brr2-HTP was Northern blot analysis of U2 carrying mutations in stem IV or V (details of mutations are provided in Fig. S6B ).
